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Hallmark Services
Bedroom
Furniture Dusting
Mattress Vacuuming
Cupboard Cleaning from outside
Windows & Grills
Lighting Fixtures
Floor Mopping
Dry dusting of Walls and ceiling

Bathroom
Showers and Taps
Windows & Exhaust Fan
Floor and Tile Scrubbing
Cobweb removal
Shelves and cabinets from outside and open shelves if emptied
Mirror and Glass Cleaning
Water closet and wash basin
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Hallmark Services Deep Cleaning Service
Kitchen
Window & Exhaust Fan
Wiping of Appliances from Outside
Cabinets from outside
Kitchen Platform
Cobwebs Removal
Dry dusting of walls and ceiling
Floor Mopping

Hall
Furniture Dusting
Sofa and Curtain Vacuuming
Cupboard Cleaning from outside
Windows and Grills
Lighting Fixtures
Floor Mopping
Balcony Cleaning
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General Cleaning
Floor Sterilization- Use of cleaning and disinfecting Chemicals to remove deep layers of dirt.
Toilet Cleaning- Disinfecting, Sanitizing and Deep Scrubbing of Bathrooms and Toilets.
Furniture Cleaning- Vacuuming of all sofas, upholstery and curtains.
Surface Treatment- Special Treatment of steel, wooden and glass surface.
Walls and Ceiling- Dustproof the walls and ceiling of the entire house.
Kitchen Cleaning- Cleaning of all furniture and Electrical Fixtures.
Window Cleaning - Cleaning all glass panes and windows that are safe to access.

Points to Note
Wet wiping of walls can be added as an add-on service with additional charges of Rs.1500/ for standard 1 BHK, R.s 2000 for 2 BHK and Rs. 2500 for 3BHK and would
require additional time.
Walls having distemper paints is not recommended to be cleaned with water or any chemicals and would be dry dusted. Any textured, patterned and wall
coverings will be only dry dusted without any chemical usage to avoid any unwanted damage.
Heavy fixtures and furniture will not be moved by our team.
Old and stubborn stains will be attended to the best of our ability. However we can’t guarantee 100% stain removal as certain stains if treated further can
potentially damage the surface. Our experts use specialized chemical for spot treatment.
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FAQ’s
How is Hallmark Services Deep Cleaning service different from day-to-day daily cleaning?
Day-to-day cleaning is limited to sweeping and mopping where one tends to ignore the crevices, corners or under furniture.
Your home needs a deep cleaning to get rid of germs, dirt and pesky stains. Periodic deep cleaning will improve the hygiene levels.
Our goal is to give your home a spa-like treatment, with the help of professionally trained crew, equipped with Eco-friendly chemicals.

What is the duration of Deep Cleaning Services?
Deep cleaning of a regular apartment takes 4-5 hours however the duration varies with the size of the apartment and the amount of dirt.

How often should Deep Cleaning services be scheduled for a house/office?
To keep your home/office sanitized and improve hygiene we recommend to schedule Deep Cleaning services once in 3 months.

Why are the Deep Cleaning services priced higher as compared to regular cleaning services?
Deep Cleaning services are slightly higher priced as compared to regular cleaning because of the depth and coverage of the service.
The service is carried out by professionally trained cleaning experts who use state of the art machinery and ecofriendly chemicals.
Specialized chemicals are used for different surfaces. The rates are exclusive of transportation cost and service tax as per
Government policies.
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What services are not included in Full house Deep Cleaning Services?
Deep Cleaning is an extensive service however major exclusions are sofa shampooing, utensil cleaning, cleaning the interiors of the
kitchen appliances & personal wardrobes, chandeliers & clearing of construction debris.

Does cleaning inside cabinets and wardrobes included in Deep cleaning?
No, unless it is empty from inside before service starts.

Does the service guarantee 100% stain removal?
We do not guarantee complete removal of old/hard stains in the process of cleaning. We will try to the best of our ability without
damaging the surface.

When is an ideal time to get Deep Cleaning done for the house?
Moving to a new house
Safety precaution during any virus or pandemic outbreak
Moving back to a house that have been closed for a while
Post any repair or maintenance work
Before any auspicious occasion like Diwali, wedding or housewarming
After any party or event
Before welcoming a new born baby at home
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COVID-19 Sanitisation & Disinfection Services
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Contact Us
hallmarkservicesmumbai@gmail.com || +91 9819745005, +91 9820020015
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